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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Survey:

A magnetic survey was carried out to map the various volcanic 

and intrusive units on the property, especially on the eastern part of 

the property where extensive overburden exists. In addition, the survey 

was done to outline areas of low magnetite content within an ultramafic 

sill which would be suggestive of areas of talc magnesite with low iron 

oxide content.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is shown on the attached sketch (plate 2) with 

the shaded areas showing the parts covered by the survey for which assess 

ment work credits

The area covered is in Con. I, lot 6 N*s, lot 7; lot 8; lot 9, 

NJf; Con. II, lot 6; lot 7; lot 8; lot 9,S^; lot 10, 8*5, SE*4 and Con. . 

III, lot 7, 5 1̂ ; lot 8, S*s, NW^, SW^ of Whitney Township.

Access to the grid is by road from Porcupine (down lot 8-9 

boundary) and by road from Hwy. 101 via the City of Timmins dump (lot 

6 and 7, Con. Ill area).

PROPERTY

All but two claims are held under option from Ralph Allerston 

by Alamo Petroleum Ltd., Suite 310 - 55 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontario, 

M5E 1J4. Claims 452637 and 451063 are held by Alamo through an option 

with D. Meunier. The 39 claims which would be credited with assessment 

work are covered in this survey within the overall gtoup of 63 claims.

PREVIOUS WORK

The area has been flown with EM and magnetometer by Canadian 

Aero for Oro Mines Ltd. in 1970 (file 63-2730). Ground EM and magneto 

meter surveys by Noranda Mines Ltd. covered both areas surveyed in 1968 

(file 63.2466).

ASSESSMENT WORK
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Oro Mines Ltd. covered part of the area in Figure 2 in 1970 

with magnetometer and vertical loop (file 63.2675).

Canadian Lencourt Mines carried out I.P. and drilling on part 

of the area covered in Figure 2 in 1967 (file 63.2218).

Geological mapping completed in 1976 by Alamo Petroleum Ltd. 

on the claims will be submitted as a separate report.

GEOLOGY,

The property is underlain by Archean mafic and felsic volcanics 

.with associated sulphide and oxide iron formations. An ultramafic sill 

composed by peridotite with talc magnesite phases is situated on the west 

central part of the property. This sill lies stratigraphically at the 

base of the felsic (quartz sericite schists) rhyolitic tuff sequence. A 

sulphide iron formation marks the lower 100 feet of this felsic sequence. 

Felsic intrusives of fine-grained equigranular granodiorite (aplite) 

occurs in the west central part of the property.

A thin sill of gabbro and serpentine occurs in Con. Ill, lot 7 

cutting the quartz sericite schists.

Numerous diabase dikes trending N200W cutting all other rock 

types are found on the property.

A complete geological survey has been submitted as a separate 

report for this property (Middleton, 1976).

INSTRUMENTATION AND SURVEY PROCEDURE

The survey was carried out using a McPhar M700 fluxgate mag 

netometer which measures the relative vertical magnetic field. Two 

main base stations were established on the grid which are tied to the 

Bristol Ogden Magnetic Base Station. The relative difference between 

the Whitney survey and Bristol-Ogden is 920 gammas (ie) 920 gammas have 

to be added to the survey values if Bristol-Ogden has a reading of 1000 

gammas relative to the survey.

ASSESSMENT WORK'' o-



Base line 53N and O were read at 100 foot intervals and 
tied to the main base stations. All cross lines were tied to the 
base lines with checks every 2 hours or less and diurnal changes were 
distributed on the basis of time.

Readings were taken at 100 foot intervals along lines with 200
and 400 foot spacings. In areas of extreme gradient the station spac-
ings were closed to 50 and 25 feet.

Contours were drawn at 100 gamma intervals.

For the area being submitted for assessment credit, there are 
37.61 line miles of line including base lines, and 2140 stations were 
established.

A detailed description of the M700 magnetometer is given in the 
Appendix.

INTERPRETATION

The low magnetic relief areas on the central part of the property 
indicate felsic meta volcanics (quartz sericite schist) which dip north 
ward 10-40 . Underlying these felsic volcanics are two iron formations 
(sulphide and oxide) as well as an ultramafic sill (peridotite). On the 
eastern- part of the property the oxide iron formation forms a large mag-

V

netic high between lines 64E and 104E, north of base line 0. Drilling 
by INCO (on claim 420081) and notations on Ontario Department of Mines 
Map 47a (Hurst) suggest a serpentine body with mafic volcanics occurs on 
the central part of the property and is now interpreted to lie on the 
southern margin of the oxide iron formation. Other drilling on the property 
has suggested the ultramafic mass should overlie the oxide iron formation 
and for this reason a second magnetic high between 80E and 96E near 46N 
is interpreted to be ultramafic.

The magnetic high areas on the western part of the property are 
associated with magnetite rich phases of an ultramafic sill.'

A8SES8SICNT WORK



An oxide-sulphide (pyrrhotite) Iron formation also extends 

across the south part of the property having 1500 gamma relief. This 

unit joins a band of peridotite on claim 420085 and extends eastward 

beyond line 104E.

Felsic intrusives (granodiorite) occur on claim P.451063 and 

create a magnetic anomaly at the contact. This phenomenon differs 

from a case on claim P.236225 - P.420082 where granodiorite intrude 

intermediate - felsic volcanics and a magnetic anomaly does not occur.

Diabase dikes which cut all rock types, trending N20 W create 

narrow elongate anomalies.

The attached interpretation map illustrates the geological 

interpretation of the magnetics.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Iron formations and ultramafic rocks suggested by magnetics on 

the eastern part of the property should be investigated for base metals. 

The broad extensive areas of rhyolitic tuff should be explored for base 

metals and precious metals. Portions of the areas interpreted to be 

ultramafic rocks hold potential for talc-magnesite mineralization.

Respectfully submitted,

S R. S. MIDDLETON S

R. S. Middleton, Chief Geophysicist 
ROSARIO RESOURCES CORPORATION

ASSESSMENT WORK-r ,,f-



PERSONNEL AND SURVEY DATES

The magnetometer survey was carried out between August 20 and 

August 31, 1976, by J. Winters (operator). Further survey work was 

completed by R. P. Bowen between November l - 18, 1976.

The overall project was supervised by R. S. Middleton

ASSESSMENT WORK
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CERTIFICATE

I, Robert S. Middleton, of 7 Fiesta Lane, Toronto, Province of Ontario, 
hereby certify that:

1. I am a geophysicist employed by Rosario Resources Corporation, with 
offices at Suite 310, 55 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontario.

2. I am a graduate of the Provincial Institute of Mining (Haileybury 
School of Mines) 1965, and Michigan Technological University S.S. 
(Applied Geophysics) 1968; M.S. (Geophysics) 1969.

3. I am a member of the Association of Professional Engineers of 
Ontario, the Society of Exploration Geophysicists, the European 
Association of Exploration Geophysicists, the Canadian Institute 
of Mining and Metallurgy, the Canadian Geophysical Union and a 
Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada.

4. This report is based on work directly supervised and in part per 
sonally carried out in Whitney Township, Ontario.

R. S. Midaleton,

Dated at Toronto, Ontario, this 24th day of November, 1976.
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SECTION 1" 

INTRODUCTION

The M700 Mognetomeler is o vertical 
field magnetometer employing the flux goto 
principle. The instrument is self-levelling, 
and a self-cancelling circuit permits rapid, 
accurate measurement of the earth's mag 
netic field from a meter, without adjustments 
or calculations.

The self-levelling feature of this elec 
tronic magnetometer eliminates the need for 
bulky tripods and time consuming fine lev 
elling procedures. Further, the instrument 
is practically insensitive to orientation. 
Errors are as low as 25 gammas for 180 
degree rotation in a 15,000 gamma horizon 
tal field. ; ^-

Since the instrument can be adjusted 
electronically to measure vertical fields 
from plus 100,000 gammas to minus 100,000 
gammas, there is no need for auxiliary mag 
nets or complicated latitude adjustments.

The operation of theM700 is very simple. 
The reading on the meter is set to zero at

rzz

o chosen boso sial ion by operating the lat 
itude adjustment control. This con be done 
to on accuracy of 5 gammas. Next, as suc 
cessive stations oro occupied, the instru 
ment is held roughly level,and the increase 
or decrease in the vertical component of the 
earth's magnetic field is read directly from 
the rnetor. Five scale ranges oro available 
and on the most sensitive rongo the accur 
acy is 5 gammas.

The M/00 Magnetometer is the result of 
extensive engineering based on rugged field 
requirements. It incorporates the latest ad 
vances in solid state components and has 
built in temperature stability. The instru 
ment provides rapid, accurate, repoolable 
measurements.

An accessory socket broadens the appli 
cations of the M700. Optional accessories 
available from McPhar permit the somo con 
sole lo be used, for example, as a base 
station monitor or an ' airborne recording 
magnetometer.

RANGE POLARITY
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'SECTION 2 . - 

SPECIFICATIONS
2-1 M AXIMUM SENSITIVITY•ft '
20 gammas per scale division on 1,000 
gamma range.

- Readability is 1/4 scale division or 5 
gammas. '

2-2 M AXIMUM MEASUHl-MKHT

Zero to ± 100,000 gammas in five ranges.
Range '' 

Swilcli Position

IK
3K

l OK
30K ,: 

- 100K-.

Full Scats 
In Gammas

1,000
3,000

10,000
30,000

100,000

. Gammas Per 
Scale Division

20 block scale 
50 red seal* 

200 block scale 
500 rod scale 

2,000 block scale

2-3 M GASUREMI-.iJY POI.'AIIIYY

The above ranges con be reversed in pol 
arity as a simple function of the Polarity 
switch.

2-4 LAYIYUDE.AiJJUSYMi:HTT\ .

The latitude adjustment permit's cancelling 
the earth's field up to a magnitude of ± 
100,000 gammas. The adjustment control 
is a ten revolution precision potentiometer 
located under the sliding side panel. A pos 
itive type locking lever on the control re 
moves the hazard of accidentally dislodging 
the setting. -"

2-5 .SF.l.F-M:VI :.M.IiiU Sl-!W,'!G ID-AD
-'" ' "l

The unique self-levelling sensing hc.id of 
this magnetometer is inserted as a plug-in 
unit. It is easily detached so that the same 
magnetometer con be used with other types 
of sensing heads such as the airborne gyro 
stabilized head etc.

2-6 ORIIZUYAYIOH'ERROR

The orientation error is set at the factory to 
25 gammas or less in the presence of a 
15,000 gamma horizontal field. It. is poss 
ible to adjust the orientation error and the 
procedure is explained in the section 9-2 
under Maintenance.

2-7 YliMPRRAYURE STABILITY

Over the temperature range of -35 to +5S 
degrees centigrade tho temperature drift is 
limited to loss than 50 gammas. See sec 
tion 4-6 on Minimizing Temperature Drift.

'2-8 B AT Y l-K Y SUPPLY

The M700 Magnetometer is powered by two 
internally mounted 9volt botteries. Any pair 
of the following botteries may be used.

flvereody No. 276 
Ma l lory No. M1603 
Burgess No, D6' 
R. C. A. No. VS306

For sub-zero operotion the botteries moy be 
transferred to an external battery case and 
carried under clothing to keep them from 
freezing. See section 6, Operation with 
External Boitc-iies.

Two types of external battery cases are 
available seo accessory list, section 11. 
One type is for the above batteries. Another 
type of cose will accommodate the equiva 
lent in flashlight cells for use in countries 
where the normal botteries ore difficult to 
obtain.

2-9 AOOI-SSORY UECKl'Y/ M.E

A Cannon receptacle is located on the side 
of the instrument under the sliding panel. 
This increases tho versatility of tho instru 
ment so it con be used in a number of ways 
in addition to its normal vertical field 
ground magnetometer function. See section 
8, under Extended Applications and section 
H, under Accessories.

2--IO ACCKSSQHY ft LATITUDE SWITCH

This is o double function switch. The first 
function is to permit operotion north or south 
of the equotor by simply changing one step 
on the switch. Dy switching on additional . 
stop, the accessory socket is brought into 
connection ond accessories can be applied 
to the instrument. .'

ASSESsr.r.Tm
I^TT;;^ ̂ rn^^Tf^.'r^
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2-H WEIGHT

The weight of the rnognctonictcr is distri 
buted os follows:- .

Console: 6 pounds 
Batteries: l -1/4 pounds

2 typo nvcreacJy 276 
Carrying Case: 2 pounds

2-12 MAGIieTOMETEn DIMKNSIOHS S
Width: 
Doplh: 
Height:

6-7/8 inches 
3-3/4 Inches 
9-5/8 inches

2-13 TflAKSIT CASE

Tlie mognetometer is shipped in o fooin fitt 
ed transit cose. The cose is designed to 
accommodate the magnetometer in its leather 
cose, spore batteries, external battery 
cable and battery case ond instruction 
manual.

latitude Adjust Control 

(10 revolutions)

Locking lever , ' . 

(push up to lock)

Latitude and Acces'ory Switch

l+for northern latitudes 
-for southern latitudes)

Accessory Receptacle

(accessory switch must be 
\n a ce. position when 
receptacle is in use)

Sliding Pane!

Panel locking pin

( push lo the right 
to free sliding panel)

.^-?^-JSC*;x,^'^?|;^;j^*.^ -
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SECTIONS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

AN D'APPLICATION S "

The field sensitivity of the M700 mog- 
netonietcr originates in a flux gate element 
mounted so that its axis of maximum sens 
itivity is maintained in the vertical plane. 
The flux gate element contains an excita 
tion winding and a detector v/inding. In 
addition there are auxiliary windings around 
the element which carry D.C. currents. With 
the auxiliary windings, a D,C. flux is creat 
ed to cancel the 
adjust control and

earth's field, 
automatic

Latitude 
cancelling.

The flux gate element is continuously 
excited between saturation levels by an 
A.C. current. A detector v/inding consisting 
of differentially wound coils, picks up zero 
voltage v/hen the resultant D.C. flux through 
the elements is zero.

~ -
When the external D.C. field changes in 

magnitude, a corresponding phase-reversible 
second harmonic output voltage is produced 
across the detector v/inding. The second 
harmonic output voltage is fed to a phase 
sensitive rectifier system and used to pro 
vide a cancelling D.C. current to oppose 
the external field attempting to unbalance, 
the flux gate element.

The system therefore is a self-cancell 

ing one and at all times approximates a 
condition of zero flux about the flux gote 

. clement.

The D.C. current fed bock to maintain 
.tho zero flux condition is measured on the 
display meter and is diro'ctly proportional 
to the change in the earth's field. The 
meter, then, con bo calibrated directly in 
gammas.

Five meter rongos ore provided to per 
mit the measurement of o change of field of 
up to 100,000 gammas. Because the field at 
any new measurement station may increase 
or decrease, a polarity reversal on the on- 
off switch is provided.

The main application of the instrument 
is for general ground surveying. Because of 
the lock of any set-up requirements and the 
ropid direct meter read out, it provides the 
fastest and most economical geophysical 
surveying available compared to any other 
type of instrument or technique.

With the accessory receptacle the M700 
lends itself to many other applications. 
These are covered in Section 8, under Ex 
tended Applications.

' 6 AP-r^M-.THiT yfl^-w O rf i: H i Vi
-' - . . \ -- - ~7~-
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4
INSTRUCTIONS

After the instrument is unpocked, it should 
bo corefully inspected for domoge received 
during tronsit.

Porticularly check for meter pointer doinogo 
ond sensing head domoge. The meter pointer 
can be inspected visually. To check the 
orientation error properly, requires on accur 
ate turntable ond controlled conditions. 
However, to quickly check for shipping 
damage, place the magnetometer on a flat

- surface oway from any ferromagnetic mat 
erial. Rotate it 180 degrees. If the self 
levelling arrangement in the sensing head 
has been damaged by severe shock, the 
orientation error will be several hundred 
gammas. If performing this check in a build 
ing, allow for the possibility of large field 
gradients. That is, after rotation, the mag 
netometer may end up in a different position 
and give a different reading.

It may be worthwhile mentioning at this 
point that, sometimes, \vhen on instrument 
has been shipped some distance lying on 
it's side, a hysteresis effect occurs on the 
self-levelling arrangement. The orientation 
error will consequently be somewhat larger 
than that set at the factory. This error will 
disappear if the instrument is allowed to 
stand vertical overnight.

If anv shipping damage is found, immed 
iately file a claim for damogo In shipment 
with the carrier.

4-2 COHttlOLS AHb.THlilR FUilCTIOH

There are four controls on the magnetometer 
ond only two of these are operating controls 
used during the survey. For this reason, 
only these two controls ore located on the 
top panel. The other two controls ore locat 
ed on the sideof the instrument and protect 
ed by a sliding panel.

4-2-1 TOP PANEL CONTROLS
- - "'' - ' '' o
Polarity'
This Is a four position switch murked -,

OFF, t ond BAT. When tho Instrument Is 
turned to -l- ond o meter reading Is indicated, - 
then the earth's field intensity can be read 
on one of tho scale ranges. If, on the other 
hand, the meter pointer deflects to the left 
of zero, the switch position is moved to' 
-to obtain a scale reading.

The fourth position is a battery test 
position. The battery voltage is indicoled 
directly on the black, O to 10, scale of the 
meter.

This is a five position switch that selects 
the read-out scale of the magnetometer. If 
the Range switch is in the 3K position, 
then full scale on the meter represents 3,000 
gammos ond the red, O to 30, meter scale is 
used. If the Range switch is in the 10K 
position, then full scale on the meter repre 
sents 10,000gommas ond the block, O to 10, 
scale is used. See section 2—2 for tho com 
plete range to meter scale relationship.

4-2-2 SI D l: PANEL CONTROLS

Latifi.de Adjust
This is o ten revolution precision potentio 
meter with o positive type locking lever. 
Operotion of this control varies the magni 
tude of a D. C. current passing through one 
of ihe auxiliary coils wound around the flux 
gote element. This current sets up a mag 
netic field in opposition to the earth's field.

It is possible then, to cancel the earth's 
field ot any given location so that the mag 
netometer meter reads zero. This allows 
the use of the most sensitive scale ranges 
for highest reading accuracy. Vertical Melds 
of up to t 100,000 gammas may be cancell 
ed in conjunction with the reversing feature 
of the Latitude and Accessory switch.

When the Polarity switch is in the — posi 
tion, turning tho latitude control clockwise 
will cause the meter pointer to move clock 
wise or to the right of zero.

When the -f position is used the clock 
wise rotation of the latitude control will

cause iho 
tho loft.

Note
fully cloc 
applied tc 
rending 
under the- 
lute rncign

This '-con 1 
marked i
••Accesso 
and Ace. ,

The-morki 
the ''equate
•f are use 
two.positi 
or -Ace f 
on occes: 
external b 
netometer

4-3 C A
MA

Prior to t! 
desirable 
some cho 
noted as 
.surements 
t i ve to thi

By car 
field, tho 
netometer 
or reading 
sensitive

By re 
from time 
of the s 
obtained. 
is also on 
celling the 
procedure. 
stump or c 
to serve c 
Instrument 
position l!

Open i 
slide pom 
control or 
switch. C
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cause ihe motor pointer to bo displaced to 
tho left.

Note that when the latitude control is 
fully clockwise, no cancelling current is 
applied to the sensing head. Tho resulting 
reading obtained with the magnetometer - 
under these conditions represents the abso 
lute magnitude of the earth's field.

Latitude and Accessory Switch 
This. control is the one least used. It is 
marked t Lulifuifo and \ Accus'joiy and 
-Accessory, using the abreviotions of Lat. 
and Ace. respectively.

Th.e markings simply indicate that north of 
the equator, only the two positions marked 
t ore used. South of the equate-, only the 
two positions marked - ore used. The i Ace 
or -Ace positions are only employed when 
on accessory such as a recorder and, or, 
external batteries are connected to the mag- - 
nefometer. . -.

4-3 'CANCEL! ! t-! fi THE 
MAGNET!'; HELD'

H.

Prior to the start of o magnetic survey it is 
desirable to cancel out the earth's field at 
some chosen locotion which will be desig 
nated as the base station. All future mea 
surements in the area will then remain rela 
tive to this key point.

By cancelling out the earth's background 
field, the more sensitive scales of the mag 
netometer con be used along with the great 
er reading accuracy available with the more 
sensitive ranges.

By referring back to the base station 
from time to time, a check on the accuracy 
of the survey and diurnal variations is 
obtained. The process of magnetic closures 
is also on effective control procedure. Can 
celling the earth's magnetic field is a simple 
procedure. Rest the Magnetometer ' on a 
stump or other convenient location which is 
to serve os the base station site. Turn the 
instrument on and select a range switch 
position that gives on on-scale reading.

Open the leather side flap and drop the 
slide panel to expose the Latitude Adjust 
control qnd the Latitude ond Accessory 
switch. Check to see that the Latitude

switch Is in tho appropriate position, \ for 
northern hemisphere and — for southern 
hemisphere.

Release the locking lever on the" Lati 
tude Adjust dial ond operate tho conlrol so 
tho meter reading decreases to zero. As 
zero is .approached progressively select 
more sensitive ranges and finally adjust for 
zero on the 1000 gamma range, li' Is not 
essential to bo exactly on zero. Simply 
record the residual reading after locking 
tho control. Moke sure tho instrument Is 
held approximately level during this adjust 
ment or while taking the residual reading.

The instrument is now ready for the 
survey and all future readings will be rela 
tive to this point.

4-4 TAKIKQ A HIIAniliQ

Hold the instrument in both hands, slightly 
away from the body ond both elbows pressed 
to the side of tho body. Rroce tho feat 
slightly opart. Switch the instrument to the 
appropriate Oil position and adjust the 
rango switch to the most sensitive range 
that gives an on scale reading. Center the 
level bubble ond while holding the instru 
ment approximately, level and steady, note 
the reading on tho meter.

4-5 MmiMIZIHQ FI.UCTUAYIOM 
A

No ferrous objects such os s foe/ belt buck 
les, pont zippers, pocket knives, lighters, 
etc.. con be a llowed In ihe vicinity of /he 
sensing heooV Such items will cause random 
meter fluctuations as the magnetometer 
moves relative to the body during o reading. 
Check all metal objects for magnetic effect 
beforehand using the magnetometer as on 
indicator.

There is a preferred body stance with 
respect to the horizontal direction of the 
earth's field. If tho operator stands so his 
shoulders are roughly parallel to the direc 
tion of the earth's field, thi.-n bock and forth 
motion of the body during a reading least 
affects the magnetometer. As the body moves, 
the sensing head, in its self-levelling sus 
pension, is continually in motion.

"Tho resulting angular rotation is at right

ASSEi



' onglcs to tho horizon! ol field vector ond 
results in minimum voriotioh from this 
source. The use of tho preferred direction 
is particulorly effective on windy days.

Tho general direction of the earth's 
field in a given area may be found using 
tho magnetometer. One way is lo hold the 
magnetometer roughly level, then deliber 
ately induce slight bock ond forth motion 
and note tho meter fluctuations. Rotate the 
body to a new position and repeat. Do this 
until o point is found where the meter fluct 
uations are a minimum as the magnetometer 
is deliberately moved. This is the point 
where the shoulders ore approximately par 
allel to tho horizontal field voctor.

Another way is to set the latitude adjust 
control fully clockwise. The magnetometer 
is now reading the absolute magnitude of the 

'earth's field. Raise the bottom of the mag 
netometer so the cose is parallel to the 
ground. Raise the bottom on additional five 
degrees to take up the angle of play in the 
sensing head and bring the sensing head 
approximately horizontal. Tho magnetometer 
con now bo used to find the direction of the

horizontal field voctor by rotating tho body 
pnd stopping where tho meter gives a max 
imum reading. This Is not necessarily tho 
absolute magnitude becouso there Is no 
guarantee the sensing hood was horizontal 
but it does adequately indicate the direc 
tion. In this way the magnetometer con be 
used os a compass for emergency reckoning. 

i
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. The temperature stability of the M700 is 
very good ond con be of tho order of Yj g am- 
mo per degree centigrade. However, wlvcro 
sudden large temperature changes are ex 
perienced, allow Ijalf on hour for the mag- . 
nctometer to stabilize before proceeding 
with o survey. Failure to do this will result 
in all of the temperature drift occurring 
during the early readings.

V/hen operating in sub-zero temperatures it 
is sometimes more desirable to leave the 
magnetometer outdoors overnight, taking 
only the batteries indoors. This eliminates 
any requirement for stabilization ond the 
resulting temperature drift will be small.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Survey:

An EM-16 Survey was run in the area near claims P.443578 - 

P.443579 in order to define the location and direction of sulphide iron 

formations, metasediments and shear zones. A survey was run on claims 

P. 451039 - P.451042 inclusive to trace the contact between mafic intrusive 

rocks and felsic volcanics as well as sheared felsic volcanics containing 

disseminated sulphides.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is shown on the attached sketch with the 

shaded areas showing the parts covered by the survey.

The areas covered are in Con. II, lot 8, S^ and Con. Ill, lot

7, Sh o f Whitney Township.

Access to the grid is by road from Porcupine (down lot 8-9

boundary) and by road from Hwy. 101 via the City of Timmins dump (lot 6 and 7, 

Con. Ill area) .

PROPERTY

The claims are held under option from Ralph Allerston by

Alamo Petroleum Ltd., Suite 310 - 55 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontario, M5E 1J4. 

The seven claims covered in this survey which would be credited with assess 

ment work are:

AS^iOT WORK
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4.

P. 443578 20 Days

P. 443579 20 Days

P. 451039 20 Days

P. 451040 20 Days

P. 451041 20 Days

P. 451042 20 Days

P. 380 506 10 .-5 Days

PREVIOUS WORK

The area has been flown with EM and magnetometer by

Canadian Aero for Oro Mines Ltd. in 1970 (file 63.2730). Ground EM and 

magnetometer surveys by Noranda Mines Ltd. covered both areas surveyed in 

1968 (file 63.2466).

Oro Mines Ltd. covered part of the area in Figure 3L in 

1970 with magnetometer and vertical loop (file 63.2675).

Canadian Lencourt Mines carried out I. P. and drilling on 

part of the area covered in Figure in 1967 (file 63.2218).

Geological mapping completed in 1976 by Alamo Petroleum Ltd. 

the claims will be submitted as a separate report.

GEOLOGY

The portion of the property covered in Figure "^ is underlain 

by Early Precambrian felsic volcanics and sulphide iron formation (with

r f; \ \ y ** s \ T \fJf\ Q



5.

associated graphitic sediments). Diabase dikes of Early to Middle Pre 

cambrian age trending north-northwest cut the volcanics and iron formations.

The four claims covered by Figure 2 are underlain by felsic 

tuffs which have been altered to quartz-sericite schists. The schistosity 

strikes N50OE - N70 OE and dips 25O -50ONW. A sill of gabbro - serpentine 

occurs on claim P.451039 and strikes northeastward.

Instrumentation and Survey Procedure:

The survey was carried out with an EM-16 manufactured by

Geonics Ltd. Specifications and case histories are given in the Appendix. 

The inphase and out of phase response was measured at each station using 

station NAA (Cutler, Maine) as transmitter. Conductors, as indicated in 

the case histories, are outlined by a cross over .of j:he inphase component 

from Jr to -. A good conductor would have a corresponding out of phase cross 

over from - to 4- and poor conductors show very little change in quadrature 

(out of phase) values.

Difficulty was encountered during the survey because of ir- 

ratic shut off of the transmitting station. The operator was required to 

wait for the station to resume transmission on a number of occassions.

Stations established (on areas eligible for assessment credits)

Figure 1: 104

Figure 2: 224

TOTAL ... 328 Stations ASSESSMENT WORK
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INTERPRETATION

Figure l

Anomaly A

This is a weak conductor associated with a sulphide iron

formation. A shear zone may be associated with it since the conductor con 

tinues northwestward into an area throughout.

Anomaly B

A weak to moderate conductor that coincides with an outcorp 

of sulphide iron formation. The eastward extension of this iron formation 

is questionable due to lack of conductors to the east on line 2AE.

Anomaly C

This conductor is weak, dips northward at a low angle and

occurs in felsic volcanics. This zone may be due to a shear containing dis 

seminated sulphides.

Anomaly D

This is a strong northeast trending conductor associated with 

a graphitic shear which may represent an extension of a graphitic bearing 

iron formation. A major anticlinal axis parallels this conductor approxi 

mately 300' south, hence the portion of the conductor outlines on figure l 

is part of the north limits of an anticline.

ASSESSMENT WORK
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Anomaly E

This weak conductor is associated with an occurrence of 

sulphide iron formation.

Anomaly F

This is a very weak "one-line" anomaly which occurs in an

area of intermediate volcanics and may reflect localized shearing (parallel 

to anticlinal axis which passes through the area).

Anomaly G

This moderate conductor outlines a band of metasediments - 

sulphide iron formation which trends north - northeastward. This same unit 

joins the iron formation - graphite band represented by conductor D.

Anomaly H
*

A conductor south of the grid surveyed by the EM-16 is sug 

gested by the inphase response. This conductor would probably be an oxide 

iron formation which trends southeast into Shaw Township.

Figure 2

Anomaly I

A weak conductor possibly a shear in felsic volcanics. This 

zone would dip northward.
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Anomaly J

This anomaly is an extension of K, L and M and is a moderate 

conductor in terms of inphase values, however, the quadrature response does 

not support the inphase. An ultramafic body is interpreted to occur in the 

vicinity of the conductor (based on aeromagentic indications).

Anomaly K, L and M

Three parallel conductors occur in the area between lines

60E and 72E which are moderate in conductivity as shown by the strong inphase 

response, however, the out of phase (quadrature) values suggest low conducti 

vity. The conductive zone dips north and is interpreted to be caused by 

disseminated sulphide mineralization within sheared felsic volcanics.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Follow-up work with induced polarization on anomalies C and

I, J, K, L, M is required to better define possible zones of sulphide (pyrite) 

These anomalies represent possible drill targets for precious-bar.e metal 

mineralization.

Respectfully Submitted,

R. S. Middleton 

Chief Geophysicist

ASSESSMENT WORK T-1's



CERTIFICATE

I, Robert S. Middleton, of 7 Fiesta Lane, Toronto, Province of Ontario,

hereby certify that:

1. I am a geophysicist employed by Rosario Resources Corporation, with 
offices at Suite 310, 55 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontaj. "o.

2. I am a graduate of the Provincial Institute of Mining (Hai]cybury 
School of Mines) 1965, and Michigan Technological University B.S. 
(Applied Geophysics) 1968; M.S. (Geophysics) 1969.

3. I am a member of the Association of Professional Engineers of 
Ontario, the Society of Exploration Ceophysicists, the European 
Association of Exploration Geophysicists, the Canadian Institute 
of Mining and Metallurgy, the Canadian Geophysical Union and a 
Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada.

4. This report is based on work directly supervised and in part per 
sonally carried out in Whitney Township, Ontario.

R. S. Middleton, P. Eng.

Dated at Toronto, Ontario, this 4th day of October, 1976.
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VLF Electromagnetic Unit

Pioneered and patented exclusively by Geonics Limited, the 
VLF method of electromagnetic surveying has been proven to 
be a major advance in exploration geophysical instrumentation.

Since the beginning of 1965 a large number of mining 
companies have found the EM16 system to meet the need for 
a simple, light and effective exploration tool for mining 
geophysics.

The VLF method uses the military and time standard VLF 
transmissions as primary field. Only a receiver is then used to 
measure the secondary fields radiating from the local con 
ductive targets. This allows a very light, one-man instrument 
to do the job. Because of the almost uniform primary field, 
good response from deeper targets is obtained.

The EM16 system provides the in-phase and quadrature 
components of the secondary field w ith the polarities indicated.

Interpretation technique has been highly developed particularly 
to differentiate deeper targets from the many surf ace indications.

Principle of Operation
The VLF transmitters have vertical antennas. The magnetic 
signal component is then horizontal and concentric around 
the transmitter location.

( Specifications
Source of primary field 

Transmitting stations used

Operating frequency range
f

Parameters measured

Method of reading

Scale range 

Readability

VLF transmitting stations.

Any desired station frequency can be 
supplied with the instrument in the 
form of plug-in tuning units. Two 
tuning units can be plugged in at one 
time. A switch selects either station.

About 15-25 kHz.

(1) The vertical in-phase component 
(tangent of the tilt angle of the 
polarization ellipsoid).
(2) The vertical out-of-phase (quadra 
ture) component (the short axis of the 
polarization ellipsoid compared to the 
long axis).

In-phase from a mechanical inclino 
meter and quadrature from a calibrated 
dial. Nulling by audio 'one.

Reading lime 10-40 seconds depending on signal 
strength.

Operating temperature range —40 to 50" C. 

Operating controls

Power Supply

Dimensions

Weight

Instrument supplied with

In-phase ± 150"A; quadrature ± 40 0Xo. Shipping weight

ON-OFF switch, battery testing push 
button, station selector, switch, 
volume control, quadrature, dial 
± 4 0 07o, inclinometer dial rt 150 0Xo.

6 size AA (penlight) alkaline cells. 
Life about 200 hours.

42 x 14 x 9 cm (16 x 5.5 x 3.5 in.) 

1.6 kg (3.5 IDS.)

Monotonic speaker, carrying case, 
manual of operation, 3 station selector 
plug-in tuning units (additional fre 
quencies are optional), set of batteries.

4.5 kg (10 !bs.)

ASSESS * f\
i t

CEONICS LIMITED Designers S manufacture's 
of geophysical instruments

subsidiary of 
Deering Milliken Inc.

2 Thorncliffe Park Drive
Toronto/Ontario/Canada
M4H1H2
Tel :(416)425-1821
Cables: Geonic's
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Courtesy of No:/found/and & Labrador Corp. Ltd.

KM 'i S Profile over Lockport Mine Properly, Newfoundland 
Additional case histories on request.

Areas of VLF Signals
Coverage shown only for well-known stations. Other 
reliable, fully operational stations exist. For full information 
regarding VLF signals in your area consult Geonics 
Limited. Extensive field experience has proved that the 
circles of coverage shown are very conservative and are 
actually much larger In extent.

vertical coil

ho, izontal 
coil

O
Station Selector
Two tuning units can be plugged 
in at one time. A switch selects 
either station.

Receiving Coils
Vertical receiving coil circuit in 
Instrument picks up any vertical

in-Phase Dial
shows the tilt-angle of the instru 
ment for minimum signal. This

signal present. Horizontal recelv- angle is the measure of the vertical 
ing coil circuit, after automatic in-phase signal expressed in 
90 0 signal phase shift, feeds signal percentage when compared to the 
into quadrature dial in series with horizontal field, 
the receiving coil.

Quadrature Dial
Is calibrated in percentage mark- 
Ings and nulls the vertical quad 
rature signal in the vertical coil 
circuit.

Hy selecting a suit.';!, le transmitter station as a source, the 
EM 16 user can survey with the most suitable primary field 
azimuth.

The EM 16 has two receiving coils, one for the pick-up of the 
horizontal (primary) field and the other for detecting any 
'nomalous vertical secondary field. The coils are :hus ortho- 

.^onal, and are mounted inside the instrument "handle".

The actual measurement is done by first tilting the coil 
assembly to minimize the signal in the vertical (signal) coil and 
?hen.further sharpening the null by using the reference signal 
!o buck out the remaining signal. This is done by a calibrated 
"quadrature" dial.

The tangent of the tilt angle is the measure of the vertical 
in-phase component and the quadrature reading is the signal 
at right angles to ihe total field. All readings are obtained In 
per centages and do not depend on the absolute amplitude 
of the primary signals present.

The "null" condition of the measurement is detected by the 
drop in the audio signal emitted from the patented resonance 
loudspeaker. A jack is provided for'those preferring the use 
of an earphone instead.

The power for the instrument is from 6 p* nlighl cells. A battery 
tester is provided.

ASSE' l ^ , ^ I' " J ' t *l- L. o ,l 1. i J l D J/ i rt
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GEONICS LIMITED
2 Thorncliffe Park Drive, Toronto 17, Ontario, Canada. Telephone: 425-1821 Area Code

EM16 CASE HISTORIES

The attached case histories are examples of the capability 
of the VLF electromagnetic system in various conditions.

The direction in which the readings have been taken are 
indicated by an arrow. All VLF survey maps should be so 
marked as an aid to interpretation.

Figure l -

Figure 2 -

Figure 3 -

Figure 4

Figure 5 -

This profile shows two conductive zones. The 
anomaly at the left shows a reverse quadra 
ture slope thus also indicating the presence 
of conductive overburden covering the bedrock 
conductor. The indicated depth to the con 
ductor is calculated at one-half the distance 
between the positive and negative'maximums. 
The anomaly at the right shows some positive 
quadrature slope, indicating a medium con 
ductor.

This profile shows a medium conductor. The' 
right hand positive in-phase component has 
a long "tail" indicating the dip direction 
of the conductive zone.

This anomaly is caused by a vertical zone 
of graphitic slate covered by approximately 
85 feet of conductive clay. The in-phase 
anomaly is considerably reduced in amplitude. 
The quadrature shows a typically strong 
reverse slope.

This anomaly is the result of a weak con 
ductor. The location of the conductor is 
at the center of the slope, not at the 
actual zero-crossing.

This shows a simplified example of EM16 
used underground. By taking readings in 
two directions, using different primary 
field sources, one can locate ore pockets 
precisely. Only the in-phase profiles are 
shown in this figure.

Subsidiary of Deering Milliken I nc.
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CEONICS LIMITED
Drive, Toron ,0

EM 16

Contributed by

; Q
Target:

Ground:

Readings :

Station:., 

Scale:

MODEL EXPERIMENTS

T.P. Rogowsky and W. A. Bowes of Martin, Sykes and Associates, Steamboat Springs, Colorado. We wish to thank them for their permission to use the very illustrative results.

28 gage zinc plated roofinq sheet, 6 x 48 feet, above ground.

The area was covered by 2.5 ft. of conductive soil on top of gravel and clay. The area was found to be free of anomalies.
The graphs show the view (cross section) to North. Readings towards right (East). Primary field is East-West. The instrument was moved along the zero-line except where shown as a separate sloping line (side of a hill). The quadrature component was negligibly small except where shown in the graphs..

WWVL, 20 kHz

l 'sq. 
l sq.

= 2 feet 
~ 10 *
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CEONICS LIMITED
2 Thorncliffe Park Drive, Toronto 17, Ontario, Canada. Tel. (416) 425-1821, Cables: Ceonics

May 1970

Explanation of the Figures and Graphs

FIGURE l

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

The EM16 VLF instrument, showing the main parts and 
controls.

is the block diagram of the EM16. The diagram is 
self-explanatory. Both the coils (reference and 
signal coil) are housed in the lower part of the 
handle. The directions of the axis of the coils are 
as follows. The reference coil axis is basically 
horizontal and is kept more or less parallel to the 
primary field during measurement. The signal coil 
is at right angles to the reference coil and its 
axis is, of course, vertical.

The signal amplifier has the two inputs, one connected 
to the signal coil and one to the reference channel. 
By tilting the coils, the operator minimizes the sig 
nal from the signal (vertical axis) coil. Any re 
maining signal is reduced to zero by the quadrature 
control in the reference channel. The signal ampli 
fier has zero output when both input signals are 
equal in amplitude and phase. Thus the setting of 
the quadrature control for minimum output from the 
receiver indicates the relative amount of the quad 
rature signal of the vertical coil. The measured 
value does not depend on the absolute value of the 
signal, only the relative values are measured.

shows the proper planning of survey in relation to the 
direction of strike and primary field, direction of 
survey lines etc.

explains the time delay (phase lag) tf o f travelling 
electromagnetic wave above and in the conductive 
ground. The amplitude of the wave in the ground is 
also attenuated.

Subsidiary of Deering Milliken Inc.
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FIGURE 5 shows on the left the physical direction of the pri-
mary (Hx ) and secondary (H z ) field vectors in relation 
to conductive ground and target. The location of sec 
ondary current distribution in the target is shown 
schematically. We see that most current concentration 
is in the upper edge of the good conductor. The return 
secondary current is more spread due to the diminishing 
primary field in the conductive rock. On the right, 
the time vectors show the retarded phase of Hx in the 
target and the phase advance of the secondary field Hz 
compared to Hx . We must remember that the H z will have 
additional phase lag when it penetrates back towards 
the surface.

This figure shows a positive real component of the 
Hz while the quadrature remains negative.

FIGURE 6 This graph shows the primary field attenuation in
nepers, relative amplitude and phase lag in radian of 
the primary field as function of depth and conduc 
tivity of the ground. This graph is for 20 kHz.

FIGURE 7 shows the maximum obtainable amplitude Hz from a
sphere or horizontal cylinder as a function of the 
radius-to-depth ratio. The schematic on the left 
shows the depth determination for the spherical or 
cylinderical target.

The equation for the phase shift and attenuation of 
the primary field in conductive material, where

' i s

FIGURE 8

FIGURE 9

O

where (X = attenuation, nepers/m 
Q = phase lag, radian/m
r i - o ^TT-f w/ ^ y
/^ s magn. permeability r:

.7

This graph gives the amplitude and phase shift of the 
field (in conductive media) as function of skin depth,6 s. //x .
This equation gives the skin-depth in meters for cer 
tain conductivity and frequency. Normalize this to one 
and the graph in figure 8 gives the amplitude and phase 
shift of the wave at any relative depth.

The vertical field from a long wire source is plotted 
here. A vertical semi-infinite sheet target would be 
simulated this way. In practice it hardly works ac 
curately due to the spread of the secondary current 
in the target because of the finite conductivity and 
the attenuation and phase shift of the primary field 
as function of depth.
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Ministry of Natural Resources File.

Ontario
GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLO( 
' TECHNICAL DA1:

42A06NE8858 2.8356 WHITNEYTO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPE 
, FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED N( 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CUMULUSiUiNs

900

Type of Survey(s). 
Township or Area. 
Claim Holder(s)_

4i

r

Survey Company. 
Author of J .
Address of Author. f? te

Covering Dates of Survey.. 

Total Miles of Line Cut—

i
' jlintcuttmg to office) J

"&T ** t^L&A M _ iTiA/^*.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic—^

DAYS 
per claim

—Radiometric.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic.
(enter days per claim)

HATR- A f(^, ?4 171,
^/Author of Report or Agent

70 (p i

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

../I..
(prefix) (number)
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TOTAL CLAIMS.



ASSESSMENT WORK BREAKDOWN

1. Type of Survey ...................
2. Township or Area . __ .. _______
3. Numbers of Mining Claims Traversed by Survey

4. Number of Miles of Line Cut ....................... Flown*5. Number of Stations Established ——————^vlK. —————— ——————
*6. Make and type of Instrument Used —....L^
*7. Scale Constant or Sensitivity ___ P-.l.L?.
*8, Frequency Used and Power Output ......../.Zj.?..'C\.^?.---..^.^'

9, Summary of Assessment Credits (details on reverse side)
Total 8 hour Technical Days (Include Consultants, Draughting etc.) 
Total 8 hour Line-Cutting Days ...................

Calculation
l. 6~ 

Technical
IQ.5

Line-cutting
lo 5 -f

Number 
of claims

Assessment c 
per claim

The dates listed on this form represent working time spent entirely within the limi
of the above listed claims [j-J CheckIf otherwise, please explain _..........................,.........................

Dated:

Note:

Signed:

(A) * Complete only if applicable.(8) Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side.(C) Submit separate breakdown for each type of survey.(D) Submit in duplicate.
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